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Tokyo Optical Company of Tokyo is Japan's second oldest specialized 
manufacturer of optical goods. Its world-wide reputation for 35mm 
cameras, lenses and highly sophisticated instruments and apparatus 
is impressive, and its product line is in the hands of a satisfied clientele 
throughout the world. 

Paillard Incorporated of Linden, New Jersey has exclusively repre
sented the famous lines of Bolex movie equipment and the Hasselblad 
2% single lens reflex camera system in the United States for many 
years. The particular care in marketing these products, which are 
fully backed by a professional service organization, has earned 
Paillard an excellent reputation among professionals and amateur 
photographers alike. 

Paillard's agreement with Topcon Optical Company of Japan to 
distribute their products exclusively in the United States has been 
entered into after careful study of the Topcon 35mm single lens reflex 
camera system. Paillard found that the Topcon product line is in every 
respect a perfect match in quality and performance to Bolex and 
Hasselblad. The advanced technology the sturdiness, the reliability 
of every Topcon camera, the availability of a full complement of pre
cision accessories and the backing of Paillard's reputable sales and 
service organization guarantees both the professional and amateur 
user satisfaction and performance. 

The following pages will introduce the Topcon system of 35mm 
photography Please feel free to contact either Paillard directly or 
one of its many Topcon specialized photo dealers throughout the 
country if you have additional questions. Paillard and its dealer organi
zation are ready to serve you. 
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The Topcon Supreme is part of a 35mm 
sir system that is complete . It has every
thing the demanding photographer needs. 

The Topcon Supreme is known as the 
motor camera because the auto winder mo
tor drive is not just another accessory, but 
part of the camera design. It lets you take 
a picture every V2 second with the rugged 
Super OM -the camera that was built to 
take it. 

The standard lens is a fast Topcor 50mm 
f/1.4 that is multi -coated and has a built-in 
GN (guide number for flash) system. The 
camera can shoot 1/1000 second. 

A unique CdS light metering system 
measures the light on the back of the mir-

ror through tiny slits that give superb accu 
racy This meter system is automatically 
balanced for center-weighted or average 
readi ngs according to the subject. The 
image is reflected up to the CC Pentaprism 
finder for bright picture composition and 
focusing. 

Th e system that bac ks up the Topcon 
Supreme has 21 lenses, macro accessories, 
four viewfinders, nin e focusing screens, 
bulk film magazines, motors, filters , lens 
hoods, cases and more. 

By using th e UV adapter mount (.:r83530) , 
a photographer can put all the UV Topcor 
lenses (for th e Topcon IC-1) on his Super 
OM camera. 



Super OM w/CC Pentaprism finder 50mm 
1/ 1.4, lens hood , auto winder 

Topeon Supreme II 
# 80004 - $632.45 

Super OM w/CC Pentaprism finder 50mm 
1/1.8, lens hood, auto winder 

Topeon Super OM 
# 80010 - $603.95 

Super OM w/CC Pentaprism finder 50mm 
f /1.4 , lens hood 

Topeon Super OM 
# 80020 - $470.95 

Super OM w/Standard Pentaprism, 50mm 
f /1.8, lens hood 

Topeon Super OM 
# 80050 - $369.50 

Body only w/CC Pentaprism finder 

Topeon Super OM 
# 80060 - $331.50 

Body only w/Standard Pentaprism 
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Topcon IC-1 w/SOmm 112.0 lens, 
Eveready case 
#80100 - $289.S0 

The standard lens for the Topcon IC-1 is 
a six-element Hi Topcor lens with a 4r 
ang le-of-view and a 49mm screw-in filter 
mount. The IC-1 's modern , so lid state, elec
tronically controlled shutter means accurate 
exposure every time. Has shutter priority 
automatic exposure system with manual 
override. Through-the-Iens metering center
weighted readings made at full aperture. 
F/2 to f /22 openings. Focal plane shutter 
UV bayone t mount. 1 to 1/500 shutter 
speed plus Bulb. X-synched flash . Fixed 

Pentaprism finder Microprism focusing spot 
with ground glass. Aperture scale in finder 
with warning areas. ASA 25 to 3200. Auto 
settings from 1/15 to 1/500 second By 
using the accessory RE Macro Mount 
Adapter (#83734 all RE Topcor lenses 
plus the following accessories can be used 
on the IC-1 model IV bellows (#83010) 
extension tube set #83050) double cable 
release #83070) slide copying attachment 
model II #83030) macro-stage attachment 
#83020) microscope attachment model III 
#83150) reverse adapter ring (#83100 

and #83110). This opens up whole new 
areas of photography to the IC-1 user 



Eveready Case f/Super OM 
#80400 - $22.50 

Box Case flSupreme I & II 
# 8041 0 - $32.50 

Hard case. Holds Super DM w/auto winder 
lens and finder Additional space provided 
for film and small accessories. 

Body Cap flSuper OM 
# 82400 - $2.45 

Body Cap f/1C-1 
# 82410 - $2.45 

The body cap should be placed over the 
lens mount opening to protect the interior of 
the camera whenever the lens is removed 
for some time. 

Eveready Case fl1C-1 w/50mm lens 
# 80420 - $18.50 
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Lenses for Super OM 
All automatic Topcor lenses marked "R E" 

are individual ly matched to the meter fo r 
precise and accurate light measuring with
out the necessity of manual adjustment. 

All Topcor RE lenses have a Topcon 
(Exakta) bayonet mount. 

There are 26 Topcor lenses of the f inest 
opt ica l des ign ra ngi ng from the extreme wide 
angle 20mm to the long 500mm te lephoto. 

RE Auto Topcor 20mm fl4.0 w/lens hood, 
leather case # 80530 - $272.10 

This lightweight, extreme wide ang le lens 
has a minimum of disto rt ion. Th e optical 
fo rmu la is of rad ical retro -focus des ign. It 
has a spec ial, adjustable metal masked lens 
shade th at clamps onto the lens. Th e lens 
can be used without mirror lock-up. Expo
sure measurement and focusi ng are done at 
full aperture. 

Max. effect. apertu re 
Foca l length 
Ang le-of-v iew 
# of elements 
Diaph ragm 
Fi lte r size 
Weight 
Minimum focus 
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f /40 
20mm 
94 ° 
8 
automatic 
62mm 
7V2 oz. (215 g) 
1 ft. 

RE Auto Topcor 25mm f/3.5 w/UV filter, 
lens hood, leather case # 80540 - $200.00 

This extreme wide angle lens comes with 
rear element UV filter that forms an optical 
component of the lens and must be kept in 
pl ace unless, of course, it has been rep laced 
with another f ilter 

Max. effect. aperture 
Focal length 
Ang le-of-view 
# of elements 
Diaphragm 
Filter size 
We ight 
Min imum focus 

f/3.5 
25mm 
82° 
7 
automatic 
specia l bayonet 
11 V4 oz. (320 g) 
6.5 in. 

RE Auto Topcor 28mm fl2.8 w/lens hood, 
leather case # 80550 - $204.50 

This extreme wide angle lens can be used 
without mirror lock-up. Exposure measure
ment and focusing are done at full aperture . 

Max. effect. aperture f/2.8 
Focal length 28mm 
Ang le-of-view 75° 
# of elements 10 
Diaphragm automatic 
Filter size 62mm 
Weight 11 oz . (310 g) 
Minimum focus 1 ft. 

RE Auto Topcor 35mm fl2.8 wI lens hood, 
leather case # 80560 - $167.25 

This fast wide ang le lens can be used with
ou t mirror lock- up. The lens hood reverses 
leave in fo r easy storage. Exposure meas
urement and focusing are both done at full 
aperture. Lens hood has bayonet mount. 

Max. effect. aperture 
Foca l length 
Angle -of-v iew 
# of elements 
Diaphragm 
Filte r size 
Weight 
Min imum focus 

f / 28 
35mm 
63 ° 
7 
automatic 
49mm 
8.8 oz. (250 g) 
9 in. 



RE GN Topcor M 50mm f/1.4 wllens hood 
#80500 - $234.45 

This standard lens for the Topcon Super 
OM is a modified Gauss type lens with 
automatic instant opening lens diaphragm 
internally coupled to the built-in exposure 
meter Viewing, focusing and metering are 
always done with lens wide open . Lens is 
multi-coated for anti-reflection. Exaggerated 
cam action focus ing makes focusing rapid , 
yet precise. 

GN (guide number) engraved on the lens 
barrel means that the distance scale of the 
lens can be locked to an appropriate guide 
number whe.n flash is used Lens th en 
automatically adjusts to proper f /stop after 
photographer has set the distance from 
the subject. 

Max. effect. aperture 
Focal length 
Angle-of-view 
# of elements 
Diaphragm 
Filter size 
Weight 
Minimum focus 

f/1.4 
50mm 
45 0 

7 
automatic 
62mm 
13 oz. (350 g) 
1.3 ft. 

RE GN Topcor 50mm f/1.8 wllens hood 
#80510 - $139.45 

Optional standard lens for Topcon Super 
OM is a Gauss type lens with full y auto
matic, instant opening lens diaphragm in
ternally coupled to the built-in exposure 
meter Viewing, focusing and metering are 
always done with lens wide open. Exag
gerated cam action focusing makes focus
ing rapid, yet precise. 

GN (guide number) engraved on the lens 
barrel means that the distance scale of the 
lens can be locked to an appropriate guide 
number when flash is used. Lens then auto
matically adjusts to proper I/stop after pho
tographer has set the distance from the 
subject. 

Max. effect. aperture 
Focal length 
Angle-of-view 
# of elements 
Diaphragm 
Filter size 
Weight 
Minimum focus 

1/1.8 
50mm 
45 0 

6 
automatic 
62mm 
10 oz. (290 g) 
1.3 ft. 

RE Aulo Topcor 58mm f/1.4 w/lens hood 
#80515 - $200.00 

One of the finest and fastest fully automatic 
optics in this focal length available. Focus
ing and exposure measurement are made at 
full aperture. Bayonet lens hood mount. 

Max. effect. aperture 1/1.4 
Focal length 58mm 
Angle-of-view 41 0 

# of elements 7 
Diaphragm automatic 
Filter size 62mm 
Weight 11 oz. (300 g) 
Minimum focus 18 in. 

RE Aulo Topcor 58mm f/1.8 w/lens hood 
#80520 - $125.00 

This is a good lens for all-around shooting 
because it is compact and lightweight. 
Exposure measurement and focusing are 
done at full aperture. Lens hood has bayo
net mount. 

Max. effect. aperture 
Focal length 
Angle-of-view 
# of elements 
Diaphragm 
Filter size 
Weight 
Minimum focus 

1/ 1.8 
58mm 
41 0 

6 
automatic 
49mm 
7% oz. (220 g) 
18 in . 
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RE Auto Topcor 85mm f/1.8 w/lens hood, 
leather case #80570 - $247.80 

This extremely fast yet compact lens is 
ideally suited for portrait work, even in avail
able light. Focusing and exposure measur
ing are done at full aperture. 

Max. effect. aperture f / 1.8 
Focal length 85mm 
Ang le-of-view 28.5° 
# of elements 6 
Diaphragm Automatic 
Filter size 62mm 
Weight 14% oz. (420 g) 
Minimum focus 3 ft. 
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RE Auto Topcor 135mm f/3.5 w/built-in 
lens hood, leather case #80590 - $152.75 

This is a lightweight, compact telephoto 
lens that is easily hand-held. The push
back lens shade telescopes over the lens. 
Exposure measurement and focusing are 
done at full aperture. 

Max. effect. aperture 
Focal length 
Angle-of-view 
# of elements 
Diaphragm 
Filter size 
Weight 
Minimum focus 

f/3.5 
135mm 
18° 
4 
automatic 
49mm 
14 Y2 oz. (400 g) 
4 ft. 

RE Auto Topcor 100mm f/2.8 w/lens hood, 
leather case #80580 - $167.25 

This 100mm Topcor is an extremely light 
and compact telephoto with a very fast 
maximum aperture. This lens has a 2X mag
nification of the standard lens. Focusing 
and exposure measurement are made at full 
aperture. The lens hood stores reversed 
over the lens. Lens hood has bayonet mount. 

Max. effect. aperture f/28 
Focal length 100mm 
Angle-of-view 24.5° 
# of elements 5 
Diaphragm automatic 
Filter size 49mm 
Weight 10 oz. (280 g) 
Minimum focus 4 ft . 

RE Auto Topcor 200mm f/5.6 w/built-in 
lens hood, leather case #80600 - $205.20 

This 4 power compact, lightweight telephoto 
lens has good holding balance. It has a 
push-back lens shade that telescopes over 
the lens. Importantly the filter size (49mm) 
is the same as most other Topcor lenses. 
Focusing and exposure measurement are 
done at full aperture. 

Max. effect. aperture f/5.6 
Focal length 200mm 
Angle-of -view 12° 
# of elements 5 
Diaphragm automatic 
Filter size 49mm 
Weight 16% oz.(460 g) 
Minimum focus 10ft. 



RE Auto Topcor 300mm 115.6 w/built-in 
lens hood, leather case #80610 - $299.15 

This 6 power automatic telephoto lens 
focuses and makes exposure measure
ments at full aperture. 

Max. effect. aperture 
Focal length 
Angle-of-view 
# of elements 
Diaphragm 
Filter size 
Weight 
Minimum focus 

f/5.6 
300mm 

automatic 
62mm 
26112 oz. (750 g) 
15 ft. 

RE Zoom Auto Topcor 87-205mm 114.7 
w/built-in lens hood, close-up lens, 
leather case # 80630 - $349.15 

This Topcor zoom lens combines the most 
popular telephoto ranges in its zoom ratio 
and closely approaches the high quality 
performance of fixed focal length lenses. It 
has a tripod socket with vertical to horizon
tal collar with click-stop alignment for rapid 
positioning. Focusing and exposure meas
urement are made at full aperture. A screw
in close-up attachment lens is supplied 
with the lens and permits close-ups from 
4112 ft. to 8 ft. The lens has a telescoping 
lens hood. 

Max. effect. aperture 
Focal length 
Angle-of-view 
# of elements 
Diaphragm 
Filter size 
Weight 
Minimum focus 

f/4.7 
87-205mm 
28°t012° 
13 
automatic 
58mm 
1112 Ibs. (710 g) 
9 ft. 

-~ - ~~ 

riCo?' \ 4.1 1=87-20$11/1" 
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RE Auto Topcor 500mm f/5.6 w/UV filter 
built-in lens hood, leather case 

#80620 - $887.20 

This telephoto is very fast for a 500mm lens 
and has good resolving power and superior 
image reproduction quality even at maxi
mum aperture. Has 10 power magnification. 
Equipped with push-in filter in a slot and 
telescoping lens hood mount. Focusing 
and exposure measurement are made at 
full aperture. 

Max. effect. aperture 
Focal length 
Angle-of-view 
# of elements 
Diaphragm 
Filter size 
Weight 
Minimum focus 

f/5.6 
500mm 
5° 
5 
automatic 
special, f/filter slot 
4.6 Ibs. (2, 100 g) 
20 ft. 

Front Lens Cap fIRE Topcor & UV Lens 
#83800 - $.75 

Rear Lens Cap fIRE Topcor & UV Lens 
#83802 - $.75 

Protect lenses when not in use. 



R Topeor 300mm f/2.8 w/UV filter, built-in 
lens hood leather ease # 80640 - $904.40 

This amazing ly fast 300mm f/2.8 lens is a 
Topcon first: It does not require special 
mirror control on camera body or special 
opt ical viewfinder It is the only 300mm 
f/2.8 lens that permits reflex viewing and 
focusing. It is a 6 power lens and has a tri
pod socket. It comes with a UV filter already 
inserted in the slot of the lens. Th e UV filter 
forms an optical component of the lens and 
must remain in the lens to keep out stray 
li ght (unless, of course , it is replaced with 
another filter). Telescop ing lens hood slides 
back over the lens fo r easy storage. Stop
down exposure measurement. 

Max. effect. aperture f/2.8 
Focal length 300mm 
Ang le-of-view 8° 
# of elements 5 
Diaphragm pre-set 
Filter size special f/fi lte r slot 
Weight 7112 Ibs. (3,300 g) 
Minimum focus 15 ft. 

R Topeor 300mm f/5.6 w/built-in lens 
hood, leather ease # 80650 - $269.25 

This short, li ghtwe ight optic is ve ry easy 
to hand hold. It is designed for stop-down 
exposure measurement and has pre-set dia
phragm control. Built-in lens hood tele
scope over the lens for easy storage. 

Max. effect. aperture 
Focal length 
Angle-of-view 
# of elements 
Diaphragm 
Filter size 
Weight 
Minimum focus 

f/5.6 
300mm 
8° 
4 
pre -set 
62mm 
26 oz . (740 g) 
15 ft. 
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RE Macro Auto Topcor 58mm f/3.5 
wlleather case #80660 - $173.80 

This lens has been specially designed to 
give optimum lens performance at close 
focusing distances and in macrophotogra
phy This five-element type lens will give 
distortion-free images of the highest reso
lution, with full illumination from edge to 
edge and with best results obtained at the 
0.1 x magnification. It equals standard lens 
performance at infinity Life-size (or 0.5x to 
1x) magnification can be obtained by using 
the auto ring #83520) Because the lens 
has a 49mm screw-in filter mount, standard 
filters can be used. 

Can be used with model IV bellows 
(#83010) and reverse adapter ring (#831 00). 

Max. effect. aperture 113.5 
Focal length 58mm 
Angle-of-view 41 0 

# of elements 5 
Diaphragm automatic 
Filter size 49mm 
Weight 9 oz. (260 g) 
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Macro Topcor 58mm f/3.5 w/leather case 
#80680 - $105.35 

This optic is designed to give optimum lens 
performance at close focusing distance and 
produce best results at magnification of 
0.1 x. It equals the standard lens at infinity 
Focusing is from infinity to 1 :0.5 (w/vari
able extension tube #83090) or infinity to 
1 :2.5 (w/model IV bellows #83010) with 
semi-automatic diaphragm action when 
used with the double cable release 
(#83070) Also can be used for general 
shooting, enlarging or projection. Has semi
automatic diaphragm release button for 
aperture control when not coupled to camera. 

This lens does not have 'a focusing ring 
and is designed for attachment to the vari
able extension tube or for the bellows at
tachment IV 

Max. effect aperture 
Focal length 
Angle-of-view 
# of elements 
Diaphragm 
Filter size 
Weight 

f/3,5 
58mm 
41 0 

5 
semi-automatic 
49mm 
4 oz. (120 g) 

UV Mount Adapter #83530 - $18.75 

The UV mount adapter makes it possible to 
use lenses and accessories developed ex
clusively for the Topcon UV bayonet mount 
camera (IC-1 on the Super DM camera. 



Macro Topcor 30mm f/3.5 w/MT1, MT2 
adapters, wooden case # 80670 - $111.00 

This very special optic is computed for 
macrophotography from 2x to 12x magnifi
cation and is designed for maximum reso
lution at 3x to 5x magnification. Has special 
screw mount permitting interchange with 
microscope objective and use of micro
scope as variable focusing connector 
Supplied with special bayonet mount adapt
er for use with other Topcon bayonet mount 
accessories. Focusing is from 2x to 3x 
magnification with variable extension tube 
(#83090) and 2x to 12x with model IV bel
lows #83010) Stop-down exposure 
measurement. 

Max. effect. aperture 
Focal length 
Angle-of-view 
# of elements 
Diaphragm 
Filter size 
Weight 

f/35 
30mm 
70° 
6 
pre-set 
22.5mm 
1.8 oz. (52 g) 

Macro Topcor 135mm f/4.0 w/leather case 
#80690 - $109.20 

This lens gives best results when used at 
magnification of 1 x to 8x. However it also 
gives excellent results when used for gen
eral photography with variable extension 
tube (#83090). In this case, range is from 
infinity to 0.2x magnification . Range in
creases from infinity to 1 1 x with model IV 
pellows (#83010) Stop-down exposure 
measurement, however the diaphragm is 
semi-automatic when used with double 
cable release (#83070) 

Max. effect. aperture 
Focal length 
Angle-of-view 
# of elements 
Diaphragm 
Filter size 
Weight 

f/4.0 
135mm 
18° 
3 
semi-automatic 
49mm 
9 oz. (268 g) 
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Lenses for IC-1 

Each lens in the IC-1 system (and there 
are 6) has a UV ultraviolet) absorption 
characteristic. Each lens has automatic dia
phragm control and bayonet mount de
signed for the IC-1 body 

UV Topeor 28mm f/4.0 wllens hood and 
leather ease #80750 - $122.00 

This extreme wide angle lens for the Topcon 
IC-1 provides exposure measurement and 
focusing at full aperture and is coupled to 
the automatic exposure system. Lens hood 
mount is screw-in. 

Max. effect. aperture 
Focal length 
Angle-of-view 
# of elements 
Diaphragm 
Filter size 
Weight 
Minimum focus 
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f/4 
28mm 
75° 
6 
automatic 
49mm 
6 oz. (170 g) 
15 in. 

UV Topeor 35mm f/3.5 wllens hood and 
leather ease #80760 - $78.75 

This is the standard wide angle lens for the 
Topcon IC-1 Both focusing and exposure 
measurement are done at full aperture. Has 
screw-in lens hood mount. 

Max. effect. aperture 
Focal length 
Angle-of-view 
# of elements 
Diaphragm 
Filter size 
Weight 
Minimum focus 

f/3.5 
35mm 
63° 
6 
automatic 
49mm 
5Y2 oz. (160 g) 
15 in. 

UV Topeor 100mm f/4.0 wllens hood and 
leather ease #80770 - $84.00 

This lens has 2X magnification of the stan
dard Topcor lens for the IC-1 It is well 
suited for portrait work. Focusing and ex
posure measurements are done at full 
aperture. Has screw-in lens hood mount. 

Max. effect. aperture 
Focal length 
Angle-of-view 
# of elements 
Diaphragm 
Filter size 
Weight 
Minimum focus 

1/4 
100mm 
24° 
5 
automatic 
49mm 
7Y2 oz. (220 g) 
5 ft. 



UV Topcor 135mm 1/4.0 w/built-in hood 
and leather case # 80780 - $117.20 

One of the telephoto lenses that is part of 
the IC-1 system. Can be hand held with 
steadiness and ease. Exposure measure
ment and focusing made at full aperture. 
Lens hood is built-in and telescopes over 
the lens. 

Max. effect. aperture 
Focal length 
Angle-of -view 
# of elements 
Diaphragm 
Filter size 
Weight 
Minimum focus 

f/4 
135mm 
18° 
5 
automatic 
49mm 
11 oz. (305 g) 
6 ft. 

le", 
IiIctde in Japan • 

UV Topcor 200mm f/4.0 w/built-in hood 
and leather case. # 80790 - $165.75 

This telephoto lens gives the IC-1 photog
rapher the opportunity to do sports and 
wildlife photography It is the longest focal 
length prime lens in the IC-1 system. Fo
cuses and makes exposure measurements 
at full aperture. Has built-in, telescoping 
lens hood. 

Max. effect. aperture 
Focal length 
Angle-of-view 
# of elements 
Diaphragm 
Filter size 
Weight 
Minimum focus 

f/4 
200m 
12° 
6 
automatic 
67mm 
17 oz. (520 g) 
20 ft. 

Hi Topcor 87-205mm 1/4.7 w/built-in lens 
hood, close-up lens, leather case (for IC-1) 

# 80795 

This Topcor zoom lens combines the most 
popu lar telephoto ranges in its zoom ratios 
and closely approaches the high quality 
performance of fixed foca l length lenses. 
Focusing and exposure measurement are 
made at full aperture. The lens has a tele 
scoping lens hood. 

Max. effect. aperture 
Focal length 
Ang le-of-view 
# of elements 
Diaphragm 
Filter size 
Weight 
Minimum focus 

f /4.7 
87-205mm 
28°t012° 
13 
automatic 
58mm 
11/2 Ibs. (710 g) 
9 ft. 
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2X Auto Tele Converter #83736 

This three-element tele converter is de
signed for use with the UV Topcor 100mm 
(#80770), 135mm (#80780), and 200mm 
(#80790) telephoto lenses and extends 
these lenses 2X. There is no loss of auto
matic exposure operations or full aperture 
exposure measurement when the tele con
verter is used between the lens and cam
era body 

Eyepiece adapter f1lC-1 #83700 - $4.00 

Adapter is slipped onto the finder eyepiece 
frame for using the magnifier (#83000) and 
the angle viewfinder (#83170) It permits 
these accessories to be flipped up for nor
mal view focusing. 
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RE Macro Mount Adapter #83734 

When the RE macro mount adapter is at
tached to the Topcon IC-1 all the RE Auto 
Topcor RE Macro Auto Topcor and RE 
Macro Topcor lenses can be used on the 
IC-1 Since the RE macro mount adapter 
introduces a slight lens extension , the RE 
lenses will not focus at infinity when this 
mount is used. In addition the following ac
cessories can be used on the IC-1 when 
it is equipped with the RE macro mount 
adapter' model IV bellows (#83010) exten
sion tube set (#83050) variable extension 
tube w/leather case (#83090) automatic 
extension tube (#83060) double cable re
lease (#83070) model II slide copying at
tachment (#83030) macrostage attachment 
(#83020) model III microscope attachment 
(#83150) reverse adapter ring #83100) 
(#83110). 

Microscope Attachment Model UIIC-1 
#83710 - $22.95 

This microscope attachment connects the 
camera body to microscope in photomi
crography. Gives up to 400x magnification. 
Suitable for focusing-stage microscope with 
drawtube of 25mm outer diameter and 
10x ocular 

Telescope Adapter Set 
"T" Ring 

#83720 - $31.55 
#83730 - $13.40 

The adapter set is a five ring set for con
necting camera body to telescope in 
astrophotography IC-1 can be directly con
nected to telescopes with drawtubes of 
30.2mm and 36.2mm. Others must use "T" 
mount adapter (#83730) 



Lens Hoods 

Lens hoods are recommended for 
against-the-light shots and artificial illumi
nation shots because they help eliminate 
stray light that might cause flare or ghost 
images. The lens hood protects the lens 
surface from rain or snow and, to some 
degree, against damage. 

Topcon lens hoods come in four types, 
depending on the lens: 

Outside bayonet mount-is placed over 
the outside bayonet mount and turned 
until securely fixed. The bayonet mount 
lens hood can be reversed on the lens 
barrel for storage in the Eveready case. 

Screw-in type-is screwed in until firmly 
attached. 

Built-in type (telescopic hood) is part 
of the lens and is pulled out for use. The 
RE 135mm and all other long Topcor 
lenses have built-in telescopic hoods. 

Push-on type- is attached by pushing it 
on over the lens flange and fixing it with 
the screw on its side. 

Lens Hoods for Topcor Lenses 

f/GN Topcor 50mm f/1.4 and f/1.8 
#82000 - $7.95 

fIRE Auto Topcor 58mm f/1.4 
#82004 - $7.50 

fIRE Auto Topcor 58mm f/1.8 
#82008 - $7.95 

fIRE Auto Topcor 35mm f/2.8 
#82012 - $6.95 

fIRE Auto Topcor 100mm f/2.8 
#82016 - $6.95 

fiRE Auto Topcor 20mm f/4.0 
#82020 - $7.95 

fIRE Auto Topcor 25mm f/3.5 
#82024 - $9.75 

fIRE Auto Topcor 28mm f/2.8 
#82028 - $9.75 

Lens Hoods for UV Topcor Lenses 

f/UV Topcor 53mm f/2 wI case or 
UV Topcor 35mm f/3.5 
#82040 - $4.90 

flUV Topcor 50mm f/2.0 
#82044 - $7.80 

f/UV Topcor 28mm f/4.0 
#82048 - $7.80 

flUV Topcor 100mm f/4.0 
#82052 - $7.80 

flUV Topcor 135mm f/4.0 
#82054 - $6.50 

Lens Filters 

Topcon makes filters for black and white 
or color films as well as polarizing filters. 

Filters are available in three types of 
mounts: screw-in , push-in (filter slot) and 
rear bayonet. The screw-in type is available 
in two filter mount sizes: 49mm and 62mm. 

The push-in type is available for the 
larger telephoto lenses [300mm 1/2 .8 
(#80640) and 500mm f/5.6 (#80620)] and 
is inserted into a special filter slot near the 
rear end of the lens barrel. The UV filter is 
supplied inserted into the lens and must be 
used at all times to eliminate stray light. The 
filter is an optical component of the lens, 
and the lens will not provide its optimum 
performance without a filter 

The rear bayonet type is attached to the 
rear lens mount. The RE Auto-Topcon 25mm 
1/3.5 (#80540) comes with a UV or clear 
filter that is part of its optical system. A filter 
kit (#82290) consisting of 9 filters is avail
able as an optional accessory 

Since filters absorb part of the light pass
ing through the lens, it is necessary to 
increase exposure time or use a larger aper
ture to compensate for the loss of light. 

The additional exposure depends on the 
film sensitivity col::Jr of the prevailing light 
and the color of the filter This increase is 
called the "filter factor" Filter factor is 
found on the instruction sheet enclosed with 
each filter 

To calculate your corrected f / stop, divide 
filter factor into ASA of film being used. Set 
the meter at this new ASA rating, measure 
light and set the camera without the filter 

on lens. Then insert filter and expose film. 
Correct light measurements are obtained 
through polarizing, neutral density skylight 
and UV filters , s·o removal of filter or com
pensation are not necessary 

49mm Filters 

UV (ultra-violet) #82200 - $7.15 

Y1 (light yellow) #82202 - $7 15 

Y2 (medium yellow) #82204 - $715 

02 (orange) #82206 - $7 15 

R2 (red) #82208 - $715 

YG (yellow-green) #82210 - $715 

Skylight #82215 - $7.45 

Flash #82220 - $10.95 

Morning & Evening #82222 - $10.95 

Cloudy #82224 - $10.95 

Flood #82226 - $10.95 

F Type #82228 - $10.95 

Polarizing #82235 - $23.60 

62mm Filters 

UV (ultra-violet) #82240 - $12.90 

Y1 (Light yellow) #82242 - $12.90 

Y2 (medium yellow) #82244 - $12.90 

02 (orange) #82246 - $12.90 

R2 (red) #82248 - $12.90 

YG (yellow-green) #82250 - $12.90 

Skylight #82255 - $13.85 

Flash #82260 - $14.50 

Morning & Evening #82262 - $14.50 

Cloudy #82264 - $14.50 

Flood #82266 - $14.50 

F Type #82268 - $14.50 

Polarizing #82275 - $34.00 

Filter Kit fIRE-AT 25mm f/3.5 
(Y1, Y2, 02, YG, Skylight, Cloudy, 
Morning & Evening, Flash, Flood) 
#82290 - $27.65 
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Eyepiece Correction Lenses 

All eyepiece correction lenses screw di
rectly into the eyepiece of the CC Penta
prism finder #83400) Angle viewfinder 
(#83170 and standard Pentaprism 
(#83405) for adjustment of finders to in
dividual eyesight. They also ho ld the regular 
eyecup secu re ly when screwed in . 

Eyepiece Correction Diopter Lens -3D 
(No_ 1) # 83200 - $4.85 

Eyepiece Correction Diopter Lens -2D 
(No.2) # 83205 - $4.85 

Eyepiece Correction Diopter Lens -1.5D 
# 83210 - $4.85 
Eyepiece Correction Diopter Lens OD 
(No.3) # 83215 - $4.85 

Eyepiece Correction Diopter Lens + 1 D 
(No.4) # 83220 - $4.85 

Eyepiece Correction Diopter Lens + 2D 
(No.5) # 83225 - $4.85 

Eyepiece Correction Diopter Lens + 3D 
(No.6) # 83230 - $4.85 

Rubber Eyepiece Hood - Model III 
# 83080 - $10.15 

The eyepiece hood is attached to the eye
piece adapter #83445 the standard 
Pentaprism (#83405), the CC Pentaprism 
finder #83400) the high magnification 
waist-level finder #83420) or the angle 
viewfinder #82170) for fixing the distance 
between the user's eye and the eyepiece 
and for eliminating distracting light to make 
focusing easie r and faster It is shaped to 
the contour of the face and may be used 
both vertically and horizontally 
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Magnifier # 83000 - $16.75 

Is screwed into the eyep iece of the Penta
p ri sm (#83405) the CC Pentaprism 
(#83400) or eyepiece adapter (#83445 or 
#83450) and en larges the field-of-view 2.5X 
for greater precision in crit ical focusing. 
May also be attached to the eyepiece of the 
high magnification waist level finder 
#83420) to provide 16% power for ex-

tremely critical focusing of center portion of 
the frame. Can be attached to the angle 
viewfinder (#83170) Has an ad justable 
eyepiece for provid ing dioptric co rrect ions. 

Eyepiece Adapter f/Super DM 
# 83450 - $8.45 

# 83445 - $8.45 

This adapter is slipped into the eyepiece 
frame slots for attachments of angle view
finder (#83170), magnifier (#83000) or eye
piece correction lenses (#83200 through 
#83230) Eyepiece adapter permits acces
sories to be flipped out of the way tempo
rarily for viewing the entire field-of-view. 
Eyepiece adapter #83450 is for standard 
Pentaprism (#83405). An eyep iece adapte r 
(#83450) is also available for the CC Penta
pri sm finder (#83400). 

Angle Viewfinder # 83170 - $35.75 

This viewfinder is screwed directly to the 
screw mount of the CC Pentaprism finder 
(#83400) or the standard Pentaprism 
(#83405) finder eyepiece or to the eyepiece 
adapter (#83445) or (#83450). An upright 
reflex -type view of the entire field is seen 
in the Pentaprism or the CC Pentaprism 
finder Especially valuable for low ang le 
shots. May be rotated 360 0 around the op
tical axis. Eyepiece end accepts eyepiece 
diopter correction lens (#83200 through 
#83230) magnifier (#83000) and eye 
cup (#83080) 



CC (Control Center) Pentaprism Finder 
#83400 - $73.00 

The CC finder is instantly interchangeable 
with other finders and locks securely and 
easily into its proper position . It features the 
same right-side-up, laterally-correct image 
moving in the same direction as the actual 
subject as the Pentaprism (#83405), plus 
it shows the f/stop and light measuring 
needle indicator in the viewfinder The CC 
Pentaprism finder will accept diopter cor
rection eyepieces #83200 #83205 
#83210 #83215 #83220 #83225 
#83230) angle view finder (#83170), 2V2 
power magnifier (#83000) Can be ex
changed for standard waist-level finder 
(#83410) or the high magnification waist
level finder (#83420) or standard Penta
prism (#83405) 

Standard Pentaprism Finder 
#83405 - $35.00 

This finder is instantly interchangeable with 
other finders and the CC Pentaprism Finder 
(#83405) and locks securely and easily in 
place. This finder permits eye-level view
focusing of a right-side-up , laterally correct 
image, moving in the same direction as the 
actual subject. It can be exchanged for the 
standard waist-level finder (#83410) the 
high magnification waist level finder 
(#83420) or the CC Pentaprism finder 
(#83400) 

Waist-level Finder #83410 - $31.50 

This finder is interchangeable with the 
standard Pentaprism (#83405) and the CC 
Pentaprism finder (#83400) and is valuable 
for waist level and low level photography 
and for shots with unusual angles. Flip-up 
rectangular magnifier shows corner-to-cor
ner focusing screen area. 

High Magnification Waist-Level Finder 
(wI case) #83420 - $45.80 

Specially designed for super-critical focus
ing in photomicrography with #3 (#83484) 
or #6 (#83492) focusing screens. Used in 
macrophotgraphy and with telephoto lenses 
because it enlarges full focusing area 6.5x 
and has an adjustable eyepiece for provid
ing dioptric corrections. Magnifier (#83000) 
enlarges the central area of the field-of-view 
16x when attached to the eyepiece for even 
greater focusing precision. 
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Focusing Screen #1 (split image) 
#83480 - $11.55 

3mm diameter split image rangefinder spot; 
fine focusing ring; full area ground glass, 
plus fresnel lens outside of the 12mm dia
meter central spot. Supplied as standard 
screen. Not recommended for long distance 
shots, for long focal length lenses, small 
lens openings and macrophotography 

Focusing Screen #2 (ground glass) 
#83482 - $11.55 

12mm diameter fine focus spot; full area 
ground glass plus fresnel lens outside the 
12mm spot. For general use, especially with 
long focal length lenses, for macrophotog
raphy and copy work or whenever small lens 
openings are used. Not recommended for 
wide angle lenses. 

Focusing Screen #3 (cross hairs) 
#83484 - $12.95 

5mm diameter clear spot w/double cross 
hairs; full area ground glass outside the 
5mm spot. Use with high magnification waist
level finder and/or magnifier for photo
micrography astrophotography and long 
telephoto lenses. Aerial image focusings . 

Focusing Screen #4 (checkerboard) 
#83486 - $12.95 

12mm diameter fine focus spot, surrounded 
by full area ground glass, plus fresnel lens. 
Checkerboard pattern of horizontal and 
vertical lines at 6mm intervals. For use when 
correct subject placement and alignment of 
lines is important. 

Focusing Screen #5 (micro prism) 
#83488 - $12.95 

5mm diameter micro prism focusing spot 
and fine focus ring surrounded by full area 
ground glass, plus fresnel lens. For general 
photography at lens openings larger than 
f/ 56 
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Focusing Screen #5A (micro prism) 
#83490 - $21.50 

5mm diameter micro prism focusing spot 
and fine ring surrounded by full area ground 
glass, plus fresnel lens. For general pho
tography use with f/5.6 lens opening. 

Focusing Screen #6 (bisecting scales) 
#83492 - $21.50 

Clear glass screen with bisecting scales of 
O.5mm divisions and with central double 
cross hairs. Use with high magnification 
waist-level finder and/or magnifier Recom
mended for photomicrography Aerial im
age focusing. 

Focusing Screen #7 (low light 
micro prism) #83494 - $27.95 

5mm diameter micro prism focusing spot on 
clear glass screen with fresnel lens outside 
a 12mm diameter spot. Recommended for 
photography in low light situations or at 
night with standard lens only 

Focusing Screen #7A (low light 
micro prism) #83496 - $27.95 

5mm diameter micro prism focusing spot on 
clear glass screen with fresnel lens outside 
a 12mm diameter spot. Recommended for 
photography in low light or night shooting 
w/telephoto lenses. 



Meter Light #83460 - $18.85 

Battery-powered device for illuminating me
ter indicator in the d.ark. Fits into the acces
sory shoe (#83440). Illuminates exposure 
indicator window. Uses 1.3 voll mercury 
battery which is supplied as well as a re
placement bulb. 

Accessory Shoe f/OM #83440 - $7.75 

The accessory shoe is attached over the 
bayonet mount on the rewind knob and 
locked firmly with the revolving lock ring. 
It provides the hot shoe sync connection 
for hot shoe flash gun and must be used to 
attach the meter light (#83460). 

Flash Gun, Model I #83180 - $13.95 

Battery-capacitator type flash gun is de
signed for direct non-cord connection with 
the exclusive accessory hot shoe (#83440), 
or with connecting sync-cord. Has auto
matic 3-way socket, for use of standard 
bayonet base, pinless miniature base and 
all glass baseless bulb. Folding fan reflector 
is adjustable for narrow or wide illumina
tion and tillable for use in five positions, 
including bounce flash illumination . Uses 
22.5 voll battery 

Auto Winder #83540 - $123.50 

The auto winder is an integral part of the 
Super DM itself. It is light and compact and 
actually forms the grip. The auto winder 
which is quickly and easily installed without 
factory or dealer servicing, automatically 
forwards the film and operates the shutter 
mirror and frame counter It can take a pic
ture every Y2 second. And, since you focus 
and control the exposure through the CC 
Pentaprism finder (#83400) your eye never 
leaves the viewfinder or your subject. 

Powered by four 1.5 volt AA batteries. 
Leather hand strap included . 
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Cordless Electric Motor Drive-complete 
#83548 - $576.50 

Consists of electric motor drive (#83550) 
non-cord NiCad battery pack (#83555) and 
battery recharger (#83560). 

Electric Motor Drive #83550 - $456.00 

Provides professional, rapid electric motor 
drive operation when attached to th e 
DM camera body Single frame or continu
ous shooting at speeds up to 3 frames
per-second. 

Battery Recharger #83560 - $53.50 

Used for recharging non-cord battery pack 
(#83555) from household current. 

,
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Non-Cord Battery Pack #83555 - $67.00 

Is used attached directly on the electric 
motor drive, for cordless connection of the 
two, and may be used for long distance re
mote control operations, up to 200 meters 
from the camera, with the Topcon hand 
controller (#83615). Battery tester (#83610) 
and battery recharger (#83560) are avail
able, as accessories, for checking voltage 
and recharging from the household power 
line. Nickel cadmium cells can be used for 
more than 500 repeated discharges and 
recharges. It can expose up to eight rolls 
of 250 exposure film at full power 

Non-Cord Dry Battery Pack 
#83590 - $66.50 

For holding 10 penlight type dry batteries. 
Attaches directly to the hot shoe mount of 
the motor drive attachment. Up to 8 rolls of 
250 exposures are possible at full power 



Battery Tester #83610 - $16.50 

For checking battery conditions of both 
non-cord NiCad battery pack (#83555) and 
non-cord dry battery pack #83590). 

Hand Controller #83615 - $57.00 

Is used connected to the electric motor 
drive (#83550) for remote control opera
tions up to 200 meters distance, with the 
non-cord battery case (#83555) or con
nected to both electric motor drive and 
portable battery case with the 3-way con
nector in similar operations. Extension 
cords of 1.5 meter (#83630), 10 meters 
(#83633), and 100 meters (#83636) are 
available. Both single frame exposure ana 
s·equence shooting are possible and con
trolled on the accessory. 

Wireless Remote Control Unit #83600 - $499.50 

Cpnsists of wireless transmitter and wire
less receiver and provides remote control 
operation up to 1,500 meters when trans
mitter is in line of sight of the receiver Con
nect motor drive (#83550) and receiver 
with connector cord when non-cord battery 

AC Adapter #83595 - $129.50 

Used for operating the motor drive attach
ment from AC current. Available for either 
AC 100-115 volts or AC 220-240 volts. Can 
also be used for remote control motor 
drive operations. 

case (#83555) is used for controlling up to 
four cameras simultaneously Both trans
mitter and receiver are operated on penlight 
type batteries. Single exposure or sequence 
shooting is controlled on the transmitter 
Supplied with cases. 
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Double Connector #83620 - $47.00 

Connects hand controller (#83615) to AC 
adapter (#83595) for operation of wireless 
remote control unit (#83600) 

1.5 Meter Extension Cable 
#83630 - $14.70 

10 Meter Extension Cable 
#83633 - $30.00 

100 Meter Extension Cable 
#83863 - $98.50 

These cords are for connection of the elec
tric motor drive #83550) to the wire 
less receiver (#83600) the AC adapter 
#83595) etc. 

Bulk Film Magazine #83570 - $212.00 

Is used attached to the camera (replacing 
the removable hinged camera back) either 
independently or in combination with the 
electric motor drive, and holds up to 33 ft. 
of film for 250 exposures. Special Topcon 
film cartridges (#83575) are provided. Film 
cartridges are used exclusively in the bulk 
film magazine for loading bulk film cut to 
suitable lengths. 
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Bulk Film Cartridge #83575 - $20.85 

Film cartridge for holding film in bulk film 
magazine #83570) 

Bulk Film Loader #83580 - $86.50 

For automatically loadillg Topcon film mag
azines (#83570) with bulk films in the dark
room. Can be set for automatically winding 
films of 50, 100, 150, 185, 200, and 250 
frames for 50 ft. and 100 ft. bulk films. 

Double Cable Release #83070 - $13.50 

Is supplied for coordinating the actions of 
the shutter and lens diaphragm, so that the 
latter is activated a brief instant before the 
shutter It is also used for eliminating cam
era shake in macrophotography etc., when 
lens is separated from the body One re
lease is screwed into the shutter release 
button on the camera and the other into 
the diaphragm release socket of the Ma
cro Topcor lens or the automatic extension 
tube (#83060) 

Copying Stand #83040 - $134.00 

Four-unit kit for copying and reproduction 
work as well as for supporting camera and 
attachments in macrophotography photo
micrography and slide copying work. Maxi
mum column height of 960mm is us.ed for 
copying work measuring 515mm x 364mm 
with the 58mm lens. Has exclusive auto
matic feature for perfect vertical alignment. 



Bellows Type Microscope Attachment 
#83160 - $44.95 

Non-rigid bellows for high magnification 
photomicrography Camera is supported on 
copying stand (#83040) and bellows is 
slipped over the microscope tube. Does 
not provide any support, but eliminates all 
vibrations from the camera that would be 
transmitted to the microscope. 

Automatic Extension Tube 
#83060 - $20.65 

Provides 9mm lens extension and, when 
used with double cable release semi 
automatic diaphragm action to the RE Auto
Topcor lens even when the lens is separated 
from the camera body by extension tubes or 
bellows for close-up shooting. The tube has 
bayonet mount and may be used in com
bination with other Topcon accessories. 

Variable Extension Tube 83090 - $56.75 

Minimum extension is 29mm to a maximum 
59mm, as indicated on millimeter scale en
graved around the lens flange. This special 
tube provides continuous variable focusing 
extension to Macro Topcor lenses, or from 
1:2 to 1'7 for 30mm lens, infinity to 1 :0.5 
for 58mm lens and infinity to 1 02 for 
135mm lens. It is usable with other Topcor 
lenses or in combination with other tubes 
of bellows. Supplied with leather case. 
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RE Auto Ring #83520 - $38.40 

The RE auto ring is a rigid extension tube 
providing 29mm extension to any lens that 
is attached to it. It does not disrupt the au
tomatic lens diaphragm coupling action of 
the Topcor RE Macro Auto lenses. 

Extension Tube Set #83050 - $23.25 

Set of 3 different length (9mm, 15mm, and 
30mm) extension tubes, which can be used 
individually or in combinations, to extend 
the lens from a minimum 9mm to a maxi
mum 54mm, beyond its normal focusing 
range , for taking close-ups. All tubes have 
bayonet mounts for speedy simple and 
easy changes. 

Reverse Adapter Ring 49mm 
#83100 - $715 

Reverse Adapter Ring 62mm 
83110 - $8.50 

The reverse adapter rings bayonet directly 
into the DM camera body and accept re
versely-mounted standard lenses for macro 
work. A lens screwed in reverse position 
into the adapter ring permits fast and inex
pensively-produced macro photography 
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Bellows Attachment Model IV 
#83010 - $109.50 

Superior bellows focusing device has twin 
pairs of rails for extremely large extensions, 
from minimum 29mm to maximum 179mm 
with top rails positioning lens and camera 
body Magnification ranges from 0.5X to 3X 
with 58mm lens and 0.3X to 1.5X with 
100mm lens. Detachable lower rails may be 
used independently for micrometer focus
ing of camera when used on copy stand. 
Also, when used on tripod, bellows attach
ments allows micrometer adjustment for fo
cusing without changing magnification ratio. 

Slide Copying Attachment 
#83030 - $44.95 

Used in combination with the model IV bel
lows (#83010) for duplication of color slides 
and production of black and white negatives 
from color transparencies. Same size du
plicates (1 to 1 ratio) are easily obtained 
from either mounted or unmounted origi
nals. Portions of transparencies or nega
tives can be enlarged to full frame 
Compensation for improperly exposed ori
ginals is possible by changing exposure, 
lighting filters , films , etc. 

Macro Stage Attachment #83020 - $11.35 

This is an adjustable stage to hold small 
objects (i.e. coins, stamps, insects, etc.) 
Has 18% gray reflecting surface for pre
cise light metering when photographing 
small objects. 



Microscope Attachment, Model III 
#83150 - $40.60 

Two-piece rigid, non-adjustable and light
tight connecting sleeve that may be de
tached quite simply into two parts during 
shooting sessions for changing oculars or 
visual observation in photomicrography 
Includes lens element that permits photog
raphy at approximately the same position 
as for visual observation , thus not requiring 
adjustment of microscope for focusing. 

Microscope Gray Slide #83120 - $15.75 

This glass plate provides 18% transmis
sion of light for exposure measurements. 
This is particularly useful when photograph
ing small specimens that occupy a small 
portion of the full frame. Supplied with 
wooden case. 

Close-Up Lenses 

Close-up lenses are screwed in to the 
filter mount of RE or UV Auto-Topcor lenses 
for shooting at closer focusing distances 
than possible with the unassisted lens and 
without loss of automatic lens diaphragm 
action. 

49mm No.1 #82100 - $ 8.25 

49mm No.2 #82104 - $ 8.25 

49mm No. 0 #82108 - $ 8.25 

58mm No.1 #82110 - $14.00 

62mm No.1 #82112 - $17.00 

62mm No.2 #82116 - $17.00 -

67mm No.1 #82120 - $16.25 

67mm No.2 #82124 - $16.25 

, 

OPCON Incident Light Rec!:' 

Incident Light Receptor 51mm 
#83130 - $16.60 

Incident Light Receptor 65mm 
#83140 - $19.85 

Special hemisphere-shaped adapter is at
tached to front lens flange for taking inci
dent light exposure readings through the 
lens. Provided with spectral sensitivity com
pensating filter for overcoming reddish or 
bluish tendencies of the light sources. Avail
able in 51 mm and 65mm diameters. 
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Other products distributed by Paillard I ncorporated are 
Hasselblad 2% sir cameras, lenses and accessories and 
Bolex Super 8 and 16mm cameras and movie projecto rs. 

PAILLARD INCORPORATED 
1900 Lower Road 

Linden, New Jersey 07036 

• 

PAILLARD INCORPORATED 
Marina Industrial Center 

5415 Jandy Place 
Los Angeles, California 90066 

All prices and products are subject to change without notice. 
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